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1. Intercontinental Influence on
PM Air Quality

Here we use GEOS-Chem to show
that changes in oxidant levels
affect aerosol formation on
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intercontinental scales in regions
with large emissions (above, bottom).
Previous studies summarized by
the Task Force on the Hemispheric
Transport of Air Pollutants have
focused on direct transport of PM and
immediate precursors. We show that
the effect of altered oxidant levels
must additionally be considered.

In Asia, enhancements are mainly
in the form of nitrate aerosol,
reflecting the large presence of
ammonia in this region, allowing
NH4NO3 formation. Increases in
eastern China are largest in winter
when cold temperatures promote
aerosol partitioning and oxidation
of NOx is relatively slow. In summer,
oxidation of NOx by OH is quick
enough that the effect is small.
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The effect of US CO
emissions on PM is
qualitatively similar
to that of US NOx
emissions (due to
increased ozone and
in some regions, H2O2),
but not as large due
to the decrease in OH
concentrations.
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PM Enhancement from US NOx (μg m-3)

Enhancements in Europe due to US
NOx are mainly driven by sulfate.
The sulfate increase is largest in
fall due to a combination of cloud
cover and oxidant limitation.
Enhancements due to US CO are
similar, but additionally decrease
nitrate aerosol due to reduced NOx
oxidation by OH.
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Previous global model studies
have found that global changes in
anthropogenic emissions of oxidant
precursors (NOx, CO, VOCs) affect
surface PM concentrations and
radiative forcing by perturbing
background concentrations of the
oxidants OH, H2O2, and ozone [Unger
et al., 2006; Rae et al., 2007; Kloster et
al., 2008; Shindell et al., 2009; Barrett
et al., 2010].
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Intercontinental transport of
particulate matter (PM) is typically
viewed as a particle (e.g., dust or
black carbon) or precursor (SO2)
being transported from source
to receptor. The intercontinental
influence from a source region is
limited by the atmospheric lifetime
against wet or dry deposition
to the surface. As a result, PM
enhancements taper away from the
source region (right, top).

US NOx emissions
enhance European
and Asian PM
concentrations by up
to 0.25 μg m-3 on an
annual basis. This is
due to an increase in
oxidant levels (ozone,
OH, and H2O2) that
promotes formation
of sulfate and nitrate
from local sources of
SO2 and NOx in the
receptor regions.
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Changes in oxidant levels
due to Asian emissions
are larger than those
from US emissions, but
the intercontinental
effect on PM is smaller.
Enhancements are also
contingent on emissions
in the receptor continent.
The effect on the US
is relatively weak,
up to 0.1 μg m-3 over
the central US where
excess ammonia from
agricultural emissions
promotes ammonium
nitrate formation. The
effect on northern
Europe (up to 0.2 μg t)
is also weaker than for
US emissions, which are
closer upwind.

The increase in PM is weakest in
summer when Asian NOx emissions
actually cause H2O2 concentrations
to decrease over the US and Europe.
This reflects the large Asian source
of NOx and the complicated effects of
NOx emissions on H2O2. NOx leads to
greater ozone production and thus
more H2O2, but NOx also increases
OH, a major H2O2 sink.
The intercontinental PM
enhancement from NOx and CO
emissions peaks in receptor regions
with the highest domestic sources of
SO2, NOx, and ammonia, and hence
the highest PM concentrations. It is
thus of particular policy relevance.
PM enhancements are comparable
to intercontinental transport of
SO2 and need to be accounted
for in future assessments of
intercontinental transport of PM.
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These intercontinental effects
of NOx and CO emissions on PM
depend in a complex way on the
chemical environment of receptor
regions. Intercomparison of results
from different models would be of
great interest.
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We conduct sensitivity simulations
with the GEOS-Chem chemical
transport model and find that
these intercontinental influences
of NOx and CO emissions on
PM can be greater than those
from SO2 emissions (a direct PM
precursor). The intercontinental
impact of oxidant precursors
is greatest in receptor regions

with high domestic SO2, NOx, and
ammonia emissions and hence
already high levels of PM. US NOx
and CO emissions increase annual
mean PM in northern Europe and
eastern China by up to 0.25 μg m-3.
The increase in Europe is mostly
as sulfate, whereas in China it is
mostly as nitrate. East Asian NOx
and CO emissions have a weaker
intercontinental influence (~0.2 μg
m-3 in northern Europe, ~ 0.1 μg
m-3 in the eastern US).

3. PM Enhancement from Asian sources
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Anthropogenic emissions of
nitrogen oxides (NOx NO +
NO2) and carbon monoxide (CO)
affect particulate matter (PM)
air quality on an intercontinental
scale by changing background
concentrations of oxidants (OH,
ozone, H2O2) and thus increasing
the oxidation rate of sulfur dioxide
(SO2) to sulfate and NOx to nitrate.

2. PM Enhancement from US sources
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